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Dear Mrs Clements 

The situation is as below I though Paul was passing on all the e mails to 

you  ECC  has no involvement. PC and TDC only 

I got Steven Rose to put the original stone  in his yard On Friday I visited FSE 

Foundry Braintree to see about casting the replacement and contacted a foundry at 

Haverhill Their quote for casting is £300 .Today I am visiting Braintree and 

Dunmow for a further casting quote and the cost of the mould (pattern and 

corebox ) That’s where we are at So looks like some crossed wires if wires at all 

So we are hoping for a contribution from the PC as well as EDME MITHRAS 

BARLEY STORES etc In other words anywhere that we might be able to get 

money I would hope that the PC will match the grant given to Swan Watch  I 

will keep you informed 

.A group of us is involved in a project to re-site the original limestone milepost 

which was situated on the hill ,near to your works and also have a metal ‘’stone 

‘’made to stand alongside the original .I give a brief history below ;Perhaps you 

can pass this on to all Councillors so everything is crystal clear 

Yours sincerely 

R J Horlock 

History of The Mistley Milestones. 

During the 18 Century, milestones were placed on the London –Harwich main 

carriageway .One was placed at Mistley ,on the north side of the hill ,near to the 

present Barley Stores building , showing 61 Miles to London .This stone shows 

on the Andre and Chapman map of 1777 and later maps. This stayed in the 

original position for a number of years but was displaced during work done on 

Mistley Quay ,possibly mid 19 Century .It ended up being wrongly placed on 

the Quay. 



During recent demolition work on the Quay it was again uprooted and laid on 

the Quay . It was then removed for safe keeping to a local builders yard ,where 

it remains . 

When the stone was first moved , a cast iron ‘’stone’’ was made (a Bendall, 

made locally at Lawford ) )with the correct lettering ,but this was placed on the 

wrong side of the road and the lettering made no sense .This was positioned at 

where the entrance to the entrance to the EDME factory now is, on the south 

side of the hill ,possibly at the middle of the 19 Century or earlier ,certainly 

prior to 1875 .( It shows on an OS map of that date ) 

When the entrance to the works was widened the cast iron ‘’stone’’ was 

removed , presumably by EDME, and lost .This was possibly during the 1970’s 

A small group of us wish to replace the stone as close to its original position as 

possible and have a metal replica made of the original cast one to stand 

alongside it ,identical in form to the one at Manningtree Market. The original 

stone  is very weathered and the lettering is barely visible .The metal one will 

have the correct lettering and distances . 

We have looked at several possible positions for re-siting and have decided that 

the Swan Basin is the best. The Parish Council ,which owns the site ,has given 

permission for siting as illustrated .. 

This project is at present strongly  supported by the Parish Council our 

Tendring  District Councillors, Alan Coley and  Valerie Guglielmi  ,County 

Councillor, Carlo Guglielmi, the local Museum ,Mithras (Mistley Thorn 

Residents Association ) and other locals . 

 


